We construct unified models of weak and electromagnetic interactions using just three gauge 
(Beceived 13 March 1972) We construct unified models of weak and electromagnetic interactions using just three gauge fields which correspond to the intermediate vector boson and the photon. These models may be renormalizable, and do not predict processes involving neutral lepton currents.
Recent work" indicates the possibility of constructing a renormalizable theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions. The 2m(X') cosP =m(X')+m(e ), 2m( Y') cos p' =m( Y') + m(p ).
We shall choose P =P' to incorporate muon-electron universality: Note that this gives a relation among the lepton masses. Under the SO(3) gauge group, the five guarks transform as a triplet g"and two singlets. The gauge-invariant vector-boson coupling is, as for leptons, eW"~(iP"&& y"P").
The "observed" quark mass spectrum is pro- GeV/c'. " Thus theories of this kind are acceptable only if P is chosen to be quite small (P & 0.08).
The most striking property of the five-quark model is that the W must be light. Bjgrken has found" that with a larger number of quark fields it is possible to circumvent the appearance of AY =2 and strangeness-changing neutral lepton currents to order G(GM~') by an artifice like that of Glashow, Iliopoulos, and 
